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Yamanashi Prefecture is 90minutes from Tokyo 
By Limited Express!
Yamanashi Prefecture is 90minutes from Tokyo 
By Limited Express!
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Yamanashi-Bound Train and Bus Travel Times
■From TOKYO

By bus
Shinjuku Highway Bus Terminal KofuChuo Expressway 

2 hours and 10 minutes

From Narita International Airport or Haneda Airport
Narita International Airport

Haneda Airport Hamamatsucho Shinjuku

Shinjuku Kofu

Narita International Airport Kofu

Kofu

Haneda Airport Kofu

JR Chuo Line Limited Express
1 hour and 30 minutes

Expressway bus

3 and a half hours

JR Yamanote Line
23 minutes

JR Chuo Line Limited Express
1 hour and 30 minutes

Tokyo monorail
24 minutes

By train

Expressway bus

3 hours and 15 minutes

Shinjuku KofuJR Chuo Line Limited Express

1 hour and 30 minutes

JR Narita Express, 1 hour and 30 minutes

Fri. April 5th

Sat. April 6th

Sun. April 7th

akeda Shingen is widely known as the strongest warlord in 
the Warring States era and the only one to have defeated 
Tokugawa Ieyasu, the first Tokugawa shogun who unified 

Japan, in battle.
He is familiar to samurai fans both in Japan and overseas as he was 

featured in the famous film “Kagemusha (Shadow Warrior)” by the 
world-famous Japanese film director Mr. Kurosawa Akira, and also 
appeared in TV dramas like “Takeda Shingen” and “Fu-Rin-Ka-Zan”.

n a solemn ceremony, the warlord Takeda Shingen 
(Shingen-Ko), his strategic advisor Yamamoto 
Kansuke and their battle units pray for the victory of 

Koshu Battalion.
　At the ceremony in Takeda-jinja shrine, you can experience a 
traditional musical performance of Koto (Japanese harps) and Taiko 
(Japanese drums) that accompany the ceremony events. Don’t miss 
your chance to take photos of Shingen-Ko.

he “Sankon-no-Gi” ritual is held on a stage at Maizuru 
Castle Park. At the ritual, Shingen-ko drinks from his 
sake cup three times and then flings it against the ground 

and breaks it. At the ritual, good luck dishes such as dried chestnuts, 
dried slices of abalone and kombu seaweed are also served.
　After the “Sankon-no-Gi” ritual, Shingen-Ko waves his military 
fan and yells “Ei, Ei!” with a loud voice. In response to it, all 
samurais shout “Oh!”. These yell exchanges are repeated three 
times. It was believed that energetic yelling would motivate 
samurais to win the battle.

his event is the main highlight of the Shingen-Ko Festival.
　The battle units led by 24 of Takeda’s commanders 
gather at Maizuru Castle Park and start marching through 

Kofu Station to the central part of Kofu City.
　You will be amazed by this magnificent samurai parade of more 
than 1000 warriors. It will take you back in time to the “Kawanakaji-
ma” battle field of the Warring States era from Kofu City of the present 
day. 

Pre-Deployment Party  11：00～18：00

Bustling Castle Town and Gourmet Alley  10：00～20：00

SHINGEN-KO Memorial Tea Ceremony  10：00～15：00

Jewelry Exhibition ‒ Brilliant Festival  9：40～19：00

“Fu-Rin-Ka-Zan” Stage-Performance Contest  10：30～14：45

VICTORY PRAYING CEREMONY  13：20～13：40

Tokyo 2020 Olympics Paralympics PR Corner  10：00～14：30

Bicycle Road Race for Takeda Shingen  15：30～16：00

“Fu-Rin-Ka-Zan” Dance Parade 
for the Battalion Deployment  15：55～17:15

BATTALION DEPLOYMENTCEREMONY  16：20～16：50

KOSHU BATTALION DEPLOYMENT  16：50～19：00

Returning Ceremony  19：00～19：20

Taiko (Japanese Drums) Performance Children’s Samurai Parade
Kendo Competition
＊Various events will be continued to April 7th at the stage of Maizuru Castle Park, North 
Exit Square and the shopping streets.

Pre-Events  16：00～19：00

Miss Takeda Queen Contest  17：00～19：00

By bus
Fujisan / Kawaguchiko station Kofu stationRoute bus

1 hours and 30 minutes

■From KAWAGUCHIKO

By train
Kawaguchiko Kofu

45 minutes

Fujikyu Railway JR chuo Line

50 minutes

Otsuki

Kofu Station

To Saku
JR Koumi Line

Tokyo Station
Shinjuku Station
JR Chuo LineOtsuki Station
Chuo Expressway (Toll road)Hachioji Jct.

Ken-O-Do

Kofu-Showa IC
Kofu-Minami IC

Otsuki Jct.

Fujisan Station
Kawaguchiko

Station

Fuji Kyuko Line

JR Minobu Line

Kawaguchiko IC
Fujiyoshida IC

To Shizuoka

90 minutes
from Tokyo 

by Limited Express!

Accesses to Yamanashi
To Matsumoto

Mt.Fuji

n a solemn ceremony, the warlord Takeda Shingen 
(Shingen-Ko), his strategic advisor Yamamoto 
Kansuke and their battle units pray for the victory of 

Koshu Battalion.
　At the ceremony in Takeda-jinja shrine, you can experience a 
traditional musical performance of Koto (Japanese harps) and Taiko 
(Japanese drums) that accompany the ceremony events. Don’t miss 
your chance to take photos of Shingen-Ko.

he “Sankon-no-Gi” ritual is held on a stage at Maizuru 
Castle Park. At the ritual, Shingen-ko drinks from his 
sake cup three times and then flings it against the ground 

and breaks it. At the ritual, good luck dishes such as dried chestnuts, 
dried slices of abalone and kombu seaweed are also served.
　After the “Sankon-no-Gi” ritual, Shingen-Ko waves his military 
fan and yells “Ei, Ei!” with a loud voice. In response to it, all 
samurais shout “Oh!”. These yell exchanges are repeated three 
times. It was believed that energetic yelling would motivate 
samurais to win the battle.

his event is the main highlight of the Shingen-Ko Festival.
　The battle units led by 24 of Takeda’s commanders 
gather at Maizuru Castle Park and start marching through 

Kofu Station to the central part of Kofu City.
　You will be amazed by this magnificent samurai parade of more 
than 1000 warriors. It will take you back in time to the “Kawanakaji-
ma” battle field of the Warring States era from Kofu City of the present 
day. 

eople of Yamanashi celebrate the virtues 
of Takeda Shingen (1521 –1573), also 
called Shingen-Ko, every spring in the 

Shingen-Ko Festival. This event contributes a lot to 
promoting regional development.

　It is Yamanashi’s largest festival, and was recog-
nized by Guinness World Records in 2012 as “the 
largest gathering of samurais” in the world, with its 
main highlight being the Koshu Battalion Deploy-
ment. Also, it is the largest-scale annual tourist 
attraction, which escorts you back through time 
from Kofu City of the present day to the “Kawana-
kajima” battle field of the Warring States era.
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